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Abstra t:

We study a new hybrid RANS/Variational Multis ale LES (VMS-LES) model for blu

body ows. The simulations have been

arried out using a parallelized solver, based on a mixed

nite element/nite volume formulation on unstru tured grids. Parallel performan es are analysed.
The behavior of a VMS-LES model with dierent subgrid s ale models is investigated for the ow
past a

ir ular

ylinder at Reynolds number Re =3900. Se ond, a new strategy for blending RANS

and LES methods in a hybrid model is des ribed and applied to the simulation of the ow around
a

ir ular

ylinder at Re = 140000.

Key-words:

Blu-body ows, variational multis ale LES, hybrid RANS/LES approa h, parallel

simulation
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Simulation parallèle d'é oulement instationnaires
ave

Résumé :

omplexes

VMS-LES et un modèle hybride RANS/LES

On étudie un nouveau modéle hybride de turbulen e reposant sur RANS et sur des mod-

èles VMS-LES. Les

al uls sont réalisés à l'aide d'un algorithme parallèle basé sur une formulation

mixte-élément-volume nis sur maillage non-stru turé. Les performan es sur ar hite ture parallèle
sont analysées.
étudié pour le

Le

omportement d'un modèle VMS-LES ave

as d'un é oulement autour d'un

une nouvelle stratégie de

diérents modèles sous-grille est

ylindre à nombre de Reynolds Re =3900. Puis,

ombinaison d'un modèle RANS ave

un modèle LES sous forme d'un

modèle hybride est dé rite et appliquée à la simulation d'un é oulement autour d'un

ylindre à un

nombre de Reynolds Re = 140000.

Mots- lés :

É oulement autour d'un obsta le arrondi, variational multis ale LES, appro he

hybride RANS/LES, simulation parallèle

Parallel Variational Multis ale LES and hybrid RANS/LES simulation
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3

Introdu tion

The approa h involving the Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes equations (RANS) is widely used for
the simulation of
simulate

omplex turbulent ows.

However these models are not su ient to properly

omplex ows with massive separations su h as the ow around blu bodies. The LES

approa h gives generally more a

urate predi tions but requires higher

omputational

ost.

The traditional LES approa h is based on a ltering operation, the large energy- ontaining
s ales are resolved and the smallest s ales are modeled using a sub-grid s ale (SGS) model. Usual
LES subgrid stress modeling strategies, as for instan e the Smagorinsky model, are based on the assumption of an universal behavior of the subgrid s ales. Within this assumption, energy- ontaining
eddies should not be ltered. Then large Reynolds numbers

annot be addressed with reasonable

oarse meshes, ex ept, in parti ular regions of deta hed eddies. Even in the
number or deta hed eddies, a parti ular attention must be paid to energeti
the

ase of low Reynolds
eddies. For example,

lassi al eddy-vis osity models are purely dissipative. Often unable to model ba ks atter, they

apply, instead, damping to large resolved energeti

eddies.

Starting from these remarks, we investigate the appli ation of the Variational Multis ale (VMS)
on ept of Hughes.

The VMS approa h was originally introdu ed by Hughes [5, 6℄ for the LES

of in ompressible ows and implemented in a Fourier spe tral framework using a frequen y
for the s ale separation (small and large s ales).

uto

In this approa h, the Navier-Stokes equations

are not ltered but are treated by variational proje tion, and the ee t of the unresolved s ales is
modeled only in the equations representing the small resolved s ales. The VMS-LES approa h (even
with simple subgrid s ale models as Smagorinsky's model) and dynami
similar order of a
any ad ho
dynami

ura y, but the former is less

treatement (smoothing and

LES models have shown

omputationally expensive and does not require

lipping of the dynami

onstant, as usually required with

LES models) in order to avoid stability problems. In this work, we

implementation presented in [10℄ for the simulation of

onsider the VMS-LES

ompressible turbulent ows on unstru tured

grids within a mixed nite volume/nite element framework. We investigate the ee t of subgrid
s ale models in our VMS-LES method for the simulation of a blu-body ow.
Another major di ulty for the su
that the

ess of LES for the simulation of

omplex ows is the fa t

ost of LES in reases as the ow Reynolds number is in reased. Indeed, the grid has to be

ne enough to resolve a signi ant part of the turbulent s ales, and this be omes parti ularly riti al
in the near-wall regions. A new
RANS and LES approa hes are
the LES

lass of models has re ently been proposed in the literature in whi h
ombined together in order to obtain simulations as a

urate as in

ase but at reasonable omputational osts. Among these so- alled hybrid models des ribed

in the literature, the Deta hed Eddy Simulation (DES) [24℄ has re eived the largest attention. In
previous works, we proposed a new strategy for blending RANS and LES approa hes in a hybrid
model [20, 18℄.
(i.e.

To this purpose, as in [12℄, the ow variables are de omposed in a RANS part

the averaged ow eld), a

orre tion part that takes into a

ount the turbulent large-s ale

u tuations, and a third part made of the unresolved or SGS u tuations.
solve the RANS equations in the whole

omputational domain and to

The basi

idea is to

orre t the obtained averaged

ow eld by adding, where the grid is adequately rened, the remaining resolved u tuations. We
sear h here for a hybridization strategy in whi h the RANS and LES models are blended in the
omputational domain following a given

θ,

riterion. To this aim, a blending fun tion is introdu ed,

whi h smoothly varies between 0 and 1. In parti ular, two dierent denitions of the blending

fun tion

θ

are proposed and examined in this paper. They are based on the ratios between (i) two

eddy vis osities and (ii) two
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k−ε

hybrid approa h is a low-Reynolds number version [4℄ of the standard

model, while for the

LES part the Variational Multis ale approa h (VMS) is adopted [5℄.
In this paper, we present VMS-LES and RANS/VMS-LES parallel simulations of blu-body
ows, by a

omputational uid dynami s (CFD) software whi h

ombines mesh partitioning te h-

niques and a domain de omposition method. These simulations require the dis retization of the
uid equations on large three-dimensional meshes with small time-steps.
intensive

Therefore they require

omputational resour es (in terms of CPU and memory) and parallel

parti ular interest for su h appli ations.

omputation is of

We shall des ribe in short our solution algorithm and

ompare its performan e for two dierent paralle ar hite tures.

2

Turbulen e modeling

2.1

Variational Multis ale LES

In this paper, we

onsider the Koobus-Farhat VMS implementation [10℄ for the simulation of

om-

pressible turbulent ows. It uses the ow variable de omposition [5℄,[3℄:

W ′ +W SGS
W = |{z}
W + |{z}
LRS

(1)

SRS

′
is the large resolved s ale (LRS) omponent of W , W is its small resolved s ale (SRS)
SGS
omponent, and W
the non-resolved omponent. The de omposition of the resolved omponent
′
is obtained by proje tion onto two omplementary spa es W (LRS spa e) and W (SRS spa e) of

where

W

the resolved s ale spa e:

W ∈W
A proje tor operator onto the LRS spa e

W

W ′ ∈ W′ .

;

(2)

is dened by spatial averaging on ma ro

by nite-volume agglomeration whi h splits the basis/test fun tions
φl , and small s ale basis denoted φ′l .

W =
By variational proje tion onto

W

X

W l φl

and

W ′,

;

W′ =

X

φl

ells, obtained

into large s ale basis denoted

W ′ l φ′l

(3)

we obtain the equations governing the large resolved

s ales and the equations governing the small resolved s ales. A key feature of the VMS model is that
we set to zero the modeled inuen e of the unresolved s ales on the large resolved ones. The SGS
model is introdu ed only in the equations governing the small resolved s ales, and, by

ombining

the small and large resolved s ale equations, the resulting Galerkin variational formulation of the
VMS model writes:


where

F

∂(W + W ′ )
, φl
∂t

reprents both

omputed using the SRS





+ ∇ · F (W + W ′ ), φl = − τ LES (W ′ ), φ′l

onve tive and vis ous terms and

τ LES (W ′ )

l = 1, N

(4)

is the subgrid s ale tensor

omponent, dened by a SGS eddy-vis osity model.

For the purpose of this study, three SGS eddy-vis osity models are

onsidered: the

lassi al

model of Smagorinsky [23℄, and two re ent and promising models, namely the WALE model [16℄
and the one of Vreman [27℄. More details on this VMS-LES approa h

an be found in [10℄.
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Hybrid RANS/VMS-LES

As in Labourasse and Sagaut [12℄, the following de omposition of the ow variables is adopted:

W =<
{z >} +
| W
RAN S

where

< W >

Wc
|{z}

+W SGS

correction

are the RANS ow variables, obtained by applying an averaging operator to the
W c are the remaining resolved u tuations (i.e. < W > +W c are the ow
SGS
variables in LES) and W
are the unresolved or SGS u tuations.
Navier-Stokes equations,

If we write the Navier-Stokes equations in the following

ompa t

onservative form:

∂W
+ ∇ · F (W ) = 0
∂t
in whi h

F

represents both the vis ous and the

onve tive uxes, for the averaged ow

hW i we get:

∂hW i
+ ∇ · F (hW i) = −τ RAN S (hW i)
∂t
where

τ RAN S (hW i)

is the

(5)

losure term given by a RANS turbulen e model.

As well known, by applying a ltering operator to the Navier-Stokes equations, the LES equations are obtained, whi h

an be written as follows:

∂hW i + W c
+ ∇ · F (hW i + W c ) = −τ LES (hW i + W c )
∂t
where

τ LES

(6)

is the SGS term.

An equation for the resolved u tuations

Wc

an thus be derived (see also [12℄):

∂W c
+ ∇ · F (hW i + W c ) − ∇ · F (hW i) = τ RAN S (hW i) − τ LES (hW i + W c )
∂t
The basi

(7)

idea of the proposed hybrid model is to solve Eq.(5) in the whole domain and to

orre t the obtained averaged ow by adding the remaining resolved u tuations ( omputed through
Eq.(7)), wherever the grid resolution is adequate for a LES. To identify the regions where the
additional u tuations must be
between

0

and

1.

When

θ = 1,

re overed. Conversely, wherever
of

θ→0

omputed, we introdu e a blending fun tion,

no

orre tion to

θ < 1,

hW i

is

θ,

smoothly varying

omputed and, thus, the RANS approa h is

additional resolved u tuations are

omputed; in the limit

we want to re over a full LES approa h. Thus, the following equation is used here for the

orre tion term:

Although it

∂W c
+ ∇ · F (hW i + W c ) − ∇ · F (hW i) =
∂t


(1 − θ) τ RAN S (hW i) − τ LES (hW i + W c )

(8)

ould seem rather arbitrary from a physi al point of view, in Eq.(8) the damping of

the right hand side term through multipli ation by

(1 − θ)

is aimed to obtain a smooth transition

between RANS and LES. More spe i ally, we wish to obtain a progressive addition of u tuations
when the grid resolution in reases and the model swit hes from the RANS to the LES mode.
Summarizing, the ingredients of the proposed approa h are: a RANS
model for LES and the denition of the blending fun tion.

RR n° 6917
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2.2.1 RANS and LES losures:
For the LES mode, we wish to re over the variational multis ale approa h des ribed in Se tion 2.1.
Thus, the Galerkin proje tion of the equations for averaged ow and for

orre tion terms in the

proposed hybrid model be ome respe tively:


∂hW i
, ψl + (∇ · Fc (hW i), ψl ) + (∇ · Fv (hW i), φl ) =
∂t

RAN S
l = 1, N
− τ
(hW i), φl


∂W c
, ψl + (∇ · Fc (hW i + W c ), ψl ) − (∇ · Fc (hW i), ψl ) +
∂t



(∇ · Fv (W c ), φl ) = (1 − θ) τ RAN S (hW i), φl − τ LES (W ′ ), φ′l


where

τ RAN S (hW i

by one of the SGS
As far the

is the

(9)

(10)

l = 1, N

losure term given by a RANS turbulen e model and

τ LES (W ′ )

is given

losures mentioned in Se tion 2.1.

losure of the RANS equations is

on erned, the low Reynolds

k−ε

model proposed

in [4℄ is used.

2.2.2 Denition of the blending fun tion and simplied model:
As a possible

hoi e for

θ,

the following fun tion is used in the present study:

θ = F (ξ) = tanh(ξ 2 )
where

ξ

(11)

is the blending parameter, whi h should indi ate whether the grid resolution is ne enough

to resolve a signi ant part of the turbulen e u tuations, i.e. to obtain a LES-like simulation. The
hoi e of the blending parameter is

learly a key point for the denition of the present hybrid model.

In the present study, dierent options are proposed and investigated, namely: the ratio between
the eddy vis osities given by the LES and the RANS

losures and the ratio between the LES lter

width and a typi al length in the RANS approa h.
To avoid the solution of two dierent systems of PDEs and the
omputational resour es, Eqs. (9) and (10)

onsequent in rease of required

an be re ast together as:


∂W
, ψl + (∇ · Fc (W ), ψl ) + (∇ · Fv (W ), φl ) =
∂t


−θ τ RAN S (hW i), φl − (1 − θ) τ LES (W ′ ), φ′l
l = 1, N



Clearly, if only Eq. (12) is solved,

hW i

(12)

is not available at ea h time step. Two dierent options are

possible: either to use an approximation of

hW i obtained by averaging and smoothing of W , in the
τ RAN S (W ). The se ond option is adopted here as a

spirit of VMS, or to simply use in Eq. (12)

rst approximation. We refer to [20, 18℄ for further details.

3

Numeri al method and parallelisation strategy

The uid solver AERO under

onsideration is based on a mixed nite element/nite volume for-

mulation on unstru tured tetrahedral meshes. The s heme is vertex- entered, the diusive terms
are dis retized using P1 Galerkin nite elements and the

onve tive terms with nite volumes. The

Monotone Upwind S heme for Conservation Laws re onstru tion method (MUSCL) is adopted here

INRIA
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Figure 1: Speedup and e ien y on SGI ICE 8200EX for a 266K verti es geometry, measured on
the

al ulation of expli it and impli it Euler ow, from 16

ores to 512.

and the s heme is stabilized with sixth-order spatial derivatives. An upwind parameter
multiplies the stabilization part of the s heme, allows a dire t
leading to a full upwind s heme for

γ=1

and to a

γ,

whi h

ontrol of the numeri al vis osity,

entered s heme for

γ = 0.

This low-diusion

MUSCL re onstru tion, whi h limits as far as possible the intera tion between numeri al and SGS
dissipation, is des ribed in detail in [2℄ and [15℄.
The ow equations are advan ed in time with an impli it s heme, based on a se ond-order timea

urate ba kward dieren e s heme. The non-linear dis retised equations are solved by a defe t-

orre tion (Newton-like) method in whi h a rst order semi-dis retisation of the Ja obian is used. At
ea h time-step, the resulting sparse linear system is solved by a Restri ted Additive S hwarz (RAS)
method [21℄. More spe i ally, the linear solver is based on GMRES with a RAS pre onditioning
and the subdomain problems are solved with ILU(0).

Typi ally, two defe t- orre tion iterations

requiring ea h of them a maximum of 20 RAS iterations are used per time-step.
s heme is linearly un onditionally stable and se ond-order a
For what

This impli it

urate.

on erns the parallelisation strategy used in this study, it

ombines mesh partitioning

te hniques and a message-passing programming model [9, 13℄. The mesh is assumed to be partitioned into several submeshes, ea h one dening a subdomain. Basi ally the same serial

ode is

going to be exe uted within every subdomain. Modi ations for parallel implementation o
in the main stepping-loop in order to take into a

ured

ount several assembly phases of the subdomain

results, depending on the uid equations (vis ous/invis id ows), the spatial approximation and
on the nature of the time advan ing pro edure (expl it/impli it).

Be ause mesh partitions with

overlapping in ur redundant oating-point operations, non-overlapping mesh partitions are

ho-

sen. It has been shown in [13℄ that the latter option is more e ient though it indu es additional

RR n° 6917
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Figure 2: Speedup and e ien y on SGI ICE 8200EX for a 266K verti es geometry: speedup from
16

ores to 512, measures on the

ommuni ation steps.
partitioner that

For our appli ations, in a prepro essing step we use an automati

mesh

reates load balan ed submeshes indu ing a minimum amount of interpro essor

ommuni ations. Data
MPI

al ulation of impli it Navier-stokes ow.

ommuni ations between neighboring subdomains are a hieved through the

ommuni ation library.

We present a few speedup performan es measured on three dierent

omputing

ongurations:

- Conguration 1 is a SGI ICE 8200EX with 3GHz Xeon pro essors (jade, Figs.1-2).
- Conguration 2 is a homogeneous
- Conguration 3 is a heterogeneous
The sequen es to be

luster from the Sophia Antipolis Grid 5000 site (Fig.4).
luster from the Sophia Antipolis Grid 5000 site (Fig.5).

omputed are:

- 200 expli it time steps, for Euler model or for the Navier-Stokes model using the VMS-LES turbulen e model.
- 200 impli it time steps, involving for ea h 40 RAS-GMRES sweeps, for Euler model or for the
omplete Navier-Stokes model.
A typi al time for the expli it Euler test is for 32 pro essors 678 se onds on SGI ICE 8200EX
and 1077 se onds on Grid 5000 (ratio is 1.56).
A rst

omment is the strong impa t on

ommuni ation speed on speedup. Indeed we verify that

the newer ar hite ture ICE 8200EX still shows a good speedup with 512 pro essors/ ores although
a rather small amount of

omputation is made in ea h pro essor sin e the number of mesh verti es

per pro essor is about 5000.

INRIA
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Figure 3: Speedup and e ien y on SGI ICE 8200EX and G5000 homogeneous
verti es geometry: speedup from 16

ores to 512, measures on the

RR n° 6917

ores to 512, measures on the

luster for a 266K

al ulation of expli it Euler ow.

Figure 4: Speedup and e ien y on SGI ICE 8200EX and G5000 heterogeneous
verti es geometry: speedup from 16

9

luster for a 266K

al ulation of expli it Euler ow.
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A se ond omment is that the omplexity of the Navier-Stokes LES model have some onsequen e
on the speedup.
For the simulations presented in the next se tion, the Roe-Turkel solver is used with a numeri al
vis osity parameter
vortex shedding

γ

belonging to the interval

least 1500 time steps for the simulations at

4

[0.2, 0.3].

The CFL number was

hosen so that a

y le is sampled in around 400 time steps for the low-Reynolds simulations and at

Re =140000.

VMS-LES Simulations

In this se tion, we apply our VMS-LES methodology to the simulation of a ow past a
ylinder at Ma h number

M∞ = 0.1 and at a sub

ir ular

riti al Reynolds number, based on body diameter

and freestream velo ity, equal to 3900.
omputational domain size is: −10 ≤ x/D ≤ 25, −20 ≤ y/D ≤ 20 and −π/2 ≤ z/D ≤ π/2,
x, y and z denote the streamwise, transverse and spanwise dire tion respe tively. The ylinder
unit diameter D is entered on (x, y) = (0, 0).
The

where
of

For the purpose of these simulations, the Steger-Warming

onditions [25℄ are imposed at the

inow and outow as well as on the upper and lower surfa e
(y

= ± Hy ).

In the spanwise dire tion periodi

surfa e no-slip boundary

boundary

onditions are applied and on the

ylinder

onditions are set.

The ow domain is dis retized by two unstru tured tetrahedral grids: the rst one (GR1)
2.9 × 105 nodes. The averaged distan e of the nearest point to the
+
ylinder boundary is 0.017D , whi h orresponds to y ≈ 3.31. The se ond grid (GR2) is obtained
onsists of approximately

from GR1 by rening in a stru tured way, i.e. by dividing ea h tetrahedron in 4, resulting in
6
approximately 1.46×10 nodes. A large number of simulations were arried out by varying dierent
parameters, as, for instan e, the SGS model, the value of

γs

only the results obtained in some of these simulations.

The main parameters of the

or the grid resolution. We report here
onsidered

simulations are summarized in Tab.1, together with some of the obtained ow bulk parameters.
The experimental referen e value for the mean drag
well agrees with those

oe ient,

Cd ,

is

0.99 ± 0.05

from [17℄, whi h

omputed in well resolved LES in the literature [11, 7℄, while for the vortex-

shedding Strouhal number,

St,

values in the range of

[0.21, 0.22]

are generally obtained. Finally,

for the mean re ir ulation bubble length, a re ent experimental and numeri al study [19℄ seems to
indi ate a referen e value of lr
at the

= 1.51±10%.

Fig.5a shows the mean pressure oe ient distribution

ylinder obtained on GR1 in LES and VMS-LES simulations, together with experimental

data from [17℄. From the dis repan y between numeri al results and experimental data in the zone
of the negative peak it is evident that in all
aptured in the simulations, due to the grid

ases the boundary layer evolution is not a
oarseness.

Another symptom of a too

urately

oarse grid

resolution (see the dis ussion in [11℄) is the underestimation of the mean re ir ulation length

lr

in all the simulations on GR1 (Tab.1). However, some dieren es exist between the LES and the
VMS-LES simulations.
mean

Cp

In parti ular, in LES the dis repan y observed in the negative peak of

is larger and the dieren es among the dierent SGS models are more pronoun ed than in

VMS-LES. This is due to the fa t that the non-dynami

eddy-vis osity models here used, although

mainly a ting in the wake, also provide a signi ant SGS vis osity in the laminar regions, as the
boundary layer and the deta hing shear layers (see, e.g., Fig.6a). In the VMS-LES simulations the
spatial distribution of the SGS vis osity is qualitatively similar to that obtained in LES, but the
amount is signi antly redu ed everywhere ( ompare the s ales of Fig.6a and Fig.6b), and, thus,
also in the laminar zones. Moreover, we re all that in the VMS-LES approa h the SGS vis osity
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Table 1: Main simulation parameters and ow bulk

oe ients.

Turb. model

SGS model

Grid

γs

Cd

St

lr

LES
LES
LES
VMS-LES
VMS-LES
VMS-LES
no model
no model
LES
VMS-LES
no model

Smagorinsky
Vreman
WALE
Smagorinsky
Vreman
WALE
WALE
WALE


GR1
GR1
GR1
GR1
GR1
GR1
GR1
GR1
GR2
GR2
GR2

0.3
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.2
0.3
0.3
0.3

1.16
1.04
1.14
1.00
1.00
1.03
0.96
0.94
1.02
0.94
0.92

0.212
0.221
0.214
0.221
0.22
0.219
0.223
0.224
0.221
0.223
0.225

0.81
0.97
0.75
1.05
1.07
0.94
1.24
1.25
1.22
1.56
1.85

1.5

0.5

0

−0.5

1
0.75

VMS−LES WALE

0.5

LES WALE

0.25
0
Cpm

LES Smagorinsky
LES Vreman
LES WALE
VMS−LES Smagorinsky
VMS−LES Vreman
VMS−LES WALE
Experiments

1

Cpm
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No model

−0.25

Experiment

−0.5
−0.75

−1

−1
−1.25

−1.5

−1.5
−2

0

20

40

60

80

100

120

140

Angle θ (0 at stagnation point)

160

180

0

20
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Angle θ (0 at stagnation point)

(a)
Figure 5:

Mean pressure

(b)

oe ient distribution at the

ylinder.

(a) Simulations on GR1, (b)

Simulations on GR2.

only a ts on the smallest resolved s ales. The dierent distribution of SGS vis osity leads in LES
to additional ina

ura ies, besides those due to grid

oarseness and previously dis ussed, whi h

are not present in VMS-LES. For instan e, Fig.5a shows that the base pressure is ina
predi ted in all LES simulations ex ept for the Vreman model, leading to an ina
the mean drag

urately

urate value of

oe ient (Tab.1) while for the VMS-LES ones the agreement with the experiments

is fairly good. The pressure distribution obtained in the simulations without any SGS model (not
shown) is very similar to the one obtained in the VMS-LES ones, as well as for low-order velo ity
statisti s in the wake and for the bulk ow parameters, ex ept than for a signi antly higher lr given
by the no-model simulations (Tab.1). This is an a-posteriori

onrmation that the used MUSCL

re onstru tion indeed introdu es a vis osity a ting only on the highest resolved frequen ies [2℄, as
the SGS vis osity in the VMS approa h and that this limits its negative ee ts.
results obtained with two dierent(low) values of the parameter

γs

Moreover, the

are also very similar (Tab.1),

onsistently with our previous ndings [2℄. As for the results on the rened grid GR2, as expe ted,
in both LES and VMS-LES the agreement with the referen e data is improved. However, in LES
dis repan ies are still observed (see, e.g., Fig.5b) due to the ex essive introdu ed SGS vis osity,
while with VMS-LES a general good agreement is obtained. Note that in this
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the pressure distribution, and thus for the drag
a

oe ient, the simulation without any model gives

urate results, the length of the mean re ir ulation bubble is largely overestimated, due indeed

to the la k of SGS vis osity in the wake.

(a)
Figure 6:

(b)

Instantaneous iso- ontours of

µs /µ.

Simulations on GR1 with the Smagorinsky SGS

model: (a) LES, (b) VMS-LES.
The Fourier energy spe trum of the spanwise velo ity at P(3, 0.5, 0) for Vreman SGS model with
LES and VMS-LES on the

oarse grid GR1 is displayed in Fig.7. The frequen y is nondimensional-

ized by the Strouhal shedding frequen y. Via the Taylor hypothesis of frozen turbulen e (whi h is
justied sin e the mean
(low) time frequen ies

onve tion velo ity is large at that point) whi h allows to assume that high
orrespond to small (large) s ale in spa e, we observe that the energy in the

large resolved s ales are higher with VMS-LES than with LES. These results

orroborate the fa t

that in the VMS-LES approa h, the modeling of the energy dissipation ee ts of the unresolved
s ales ae ts only the small resolved s ales, unlikely in the LES approa h in whi h these dissipative
ee ts a t on all the resolved s ales.
Summarizing, our results

onrm that the idea of

on entrating the SGS vis osity only on the

smallest resolved s ales a tually permits to use simple eddy-vis osity SGS models and to obtain

−2

10

−3

10

−4

Energy

10

−5

10

−6

10

VMS−LES Vreman
LES Vreman

−7
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0
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1
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Normalized time frequency

Figure 7: Fourier energy spe trum: spanwise velo ity for LES Vreman and VMS-LES Vreman
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urate results,
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omparable to those obtained in the literature with dynami

models. We re all

that on unstru tured grids this leads to signi antly more aordable simulations, sin e the

ost of

the dynami

pro edure may be ome prohibitive. In the same spirit, it has been

onrmed that the

fa t of also

on entrating the numeri al dissipation on the smallest resolved s ales permits to limit

its negative ee ts.
For this problem involving 1.5 million degrees of freedom and for twenty shedding
lation, the simulation time is about 7 hours on a 32-pro essor IBM Power 4

5

y les simu-

omputer.

Hybrid RANS/VMS-LES Simulations

The new proposed hybrid model (Flu tuation Corre tion Model, FCM) has been applied to the
simulation of the ow around a
and the

ir ular

ylinder at

Re = 140000 (based on the far-eld velo ity
−5 ≤ x/D ≤ 15, −7 ≤ y/D ≤ 7 and

ylinder diameter). The domain dimensions are:

0 ≤ z/D ≤ 2

(the symbols are the same as in Se tion 4). Two grids have been used, the rst
5
6
nodes, while the se ond one has (GR2) 1.4×10 nodes. Both grids are

one (GR1) has 4.6×10

omposed of a stru tured part around the
the domain. The inow

ylinder boundary and a unstru tured part in the rest of

onditions are the same as in the DES simulations of Travin et al. [26℄. In

parti ular, the ow is assumed to be highly turbulent by setting the inow value of eddy-vis osity
to about 5 times the mole ular vis osity as in the DES simulation of Travin et al. [26℄. This setting
′
orresponds to a free-stream turbulen e level u′2 /U0 (where u is the inlet velo ity u tuation and

U0

is the free-stream mean velo ity) of the order of 4%. As dis ussed also by Travin et al. [26℄, the

ee t of su h a high level of free-stream turbulen e is to make the boundary layer almost entirely
turbulent also at the relatively moderate

onsidered Reynolds number. The boundary treatment is

the same as for the VMS-LES simulations in Se tion 4, ex ept that wall laws are now used. The
RANS model is that based on the low-Reynolds approa h [4℄. The LES

losure is based on the VMS

approa h (see Se tion2.1). The SGS models used in the simulations are those given in Se tion2.
The main parameters

hara terizing the simulations

arried out with the FCM are summarized

in Tab.2. The main ow bulk parameters obtained in the present simulations are summarized in
Simulation

Blending parameter

Grid

LES-SGS model

FCM1

VR

GR1

Smagorinsky

FCM2

LR

GR1

Smagorinsky

FCM3
FCM4

LR
LR

GR2
GR1

Smagorinsky
Vreman

FCM5

LR

GR1

Wale

Table 2: Simulation name and their main

hara teristi s

Tab.3, together with the results of DES simulations in the literature and some experimental data.
They have been

omputed by averaging in time, over at least 20 shedding

y les and in the spanwise

dire tion. Let us analyze, rst, the sensitivity to the blending parameter, by
of the simulation FCM1 and FCM2.

omparing the results

The results are pra ti ally insensitive to the denition of

the blending parameter. Conversely, the grid renement produ es a delay in the boundary layer
separation whi h results in a de rease of
unstru tured grids, the renement

C¯d

( ompare FCM2 and FCM3). However, note that, for

hanges the lo al quality of the grid (in terms of homogeneity

and regularity of the elements) and this may enhan e the sensitivity of the results. The sensitivity
to the VMS-LES

RR n° 6917
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Data from
FCM1
FCM2
FCM3
FCM4
FCM5

Numeri al data
DES [26℄
DES [14℄
Experiments
[8℄
[1℄
[22℄

Re
1.4 105
1.4 105
1.4 105
1.4 105
1.4 105

Cd
0.62
0.62
0.54
0.65
0.66

Cl′
0.083
0.083
0.065
0.077
0.094

0.30
0.30
0.33
0.28
0.28

St

lr
1.20
1.19
1.13
1.14
1.24

θsep
108
108
115
109 (99)
109 (100)

1.4 105
1.4 105

0.57-0.65
0.6-0.81

0.08-0.1


0.28-0.31
0.29-0.3

1.1 -1.4
0.6-0.81

93-99
101-105

3.8 106
5 106
8 106

0.58
0.7
0.52



0.06

0.25

0.28





110
112


Table 3: Main bulk ow quantities for the

ir ular

ylinder test

??.

ase. Same notations as in Tab.

Jones
James
Roshko
Travin et al.
FCM2
FCM4
FCM5

1
0.6
0.2

Cp

m

−0.2
−0.6
−1
−1.4
−1.8
−2.2
0

Figure 8:

C¯p

on the

20

40
60
80 100 120 140
Angle θ (0 at stagnation point)

ylinder surfa e

160

180

ompared to numeri al and experimental results

sensitivity has been observed also in VMS-LES simulations at low Reynolds number see Se tion4
and, thus, it seems more pe uliar to the VMS-LES approa h rather than to the hybrid model. The
agreement with the DES results is fairly good. As for the
stated in Travin et al. [26℄, sin e our simulations are
intensity at the inow, it makes sense to

omparison with the experiments, as also

hara terized by a high level of turbulen e

ompare the results with experiments at higher Reynolds

number, in whi h, although the level of turbulen e intensity of the in oming ow is very low, the
transition to turbulen e of the boundary layer o
these high

Re

urs upstream separation. The agreement with

experiments is indeed fairly good, as shown in Tab.3 and in Fig.8.

The behavior

of the separation angle requires a brief dis ussion. There is a signi ant dis repan y between the
values obtained in DES and the experimental ones. For our simulations, the values of
Tab.3 are estimated by

onsidering the point at whi h the

Cp

distribution over the

θsep

shown in

ylinder be omes

nearly onstant (see e.g. Fig.8), as usually done in experimental studies. Indeed, the reported values
are generally in better agreement with the experiments than those obtained by DES. However, if we
estimate the separation angle from the streamlines of the average or instantaneous velo ity elds,
signi antly lower values are found (reported in parentheses in Tab.3 for the simulations FCM4 and
FCM5); these values are

loser to those obtained by DES. Finally, the model works in RANS mode

in the boundary layer and in the shear-layers deta hing from the

ylinder, while in the wake a full
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orre tion is re overed.

For this problem involving 3.2 million degrees of freedom and for twenty shedding
the simulation time is about 30 hours on a 32-pro essor IBM Power 4
on a 32-pro essor IBM Power 5

6

y les simulation,

omputer and about 16 hours

omputer.

Con lusion

In this paper we have presented parallel simulations of three-dimensional turbulent ows. An eient impli it time advan ing
eort. In these
hite ture.

an be applied with a rather small time step and small

onditions, a good speedup for 16-512

With this tool, we have rst investigated the appli ation of a Variational multis ale

LES for the simulations of a ow past a
to

Re =3900.

of bulk

omputational

ores is obtained with a re ent parallel ar-

Although a rather

ir ular

ylinder at a sub riti al Reynolds number equal

oarse grid has been used, this model gives a

urate predi tions

oe ients and shows that two re ently developed SGS models, the Vreman's model and

the WALE model

ombine well in the VMS formulation.

Moreover, it appears in this approa h

that the inuen e of the SGS model is weak, but this seems to give a support to the VMS idea of
adding some dissipation only to the smallest resolved s ales. In a se ond part, we have presented
a hybrid RANS/LES approa h using dierent denitions of blending parameter and SGS models.
For the

losure of the LES part, the VMS approa h has been used.

the predi tion of a ow around a
results obtained

ir ular

This model is validated on

ylinder at higher Reynolds number (Re

=140000).

The

orrelate well with the experimental and numeri al data from the literature as well

as the behavior of the blending fun tion.

7
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